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• Works of Hegel himself and of 19th century Hegelians - online
• Websites dedicated to Hegel in the web - from hegel.net or members/contributors of hegel.net and/or the hegel.net
mailing lists
• Hegel Societies:
◦ International
◦ National
◦ National Hegel Study centers
• Hegelian Journals
◦ of today:
◦ Other Hegel Periodica
◦ of the 19th century:
• Hegel Biographies in the internet
• On German Idealism

Works of Hegel himself and of 19th century Hegelians - online
• Hegel’s original works < https://hegel.net/hegelwerke/> - all original works from Hegel published at Hegel’s lifetime as
well as the famous first collection of Hegel’s Works, published by his friends (“Freunde des Verewigten”), in PDF form
(all in German). Searched for, found and collected by hegel.net, scanned by Google Books.
• see many more works and links at the dedicated page Works from Hegel and 19h century Hegelians available as eTexts (PDF, HTML) Online

Websites dedicated to Hegel in the web - from hegel.net or members/contributors of hegel.net and/or the hegel.net mailing lists
The following texts are from members or former members of the hegel.net or their mailing lists
lists:
• hegel.net < https://hegel.net> - Obviously this site. Probably the most complete Hegel web site in the internet, in 12
languages.
• Hegel-System.de < https://hegel-system.de> , the German section of hegel.net, containing more than 500 articles on
Hegel related matters mostly not translated into English. If you know German, you can find an index with all articles
available as searchable Database < https://hegel-system.de/de/dsb.htm> and another one as A-Z list of all main articles < https://hegel-system.de/de/quer.htm#A-Z> .
• “Hegelian News & Reviews” < http://scottish-hegelian.blogspot.com/> This rich blog by Stephen Cowley examines
Hegelian ideas and their international reception, including in Scotland starting with James Hutchison Stirling’s The Secret of Hegel (1865) and the works of Edward Caird. It reflects its contributor < https://www.blogger.com/profile/
10935054221872604381> ’s own studies, which are partly biographical, and also features related news in a twitter
feed.
• Hegel by Hypertext < https://www.Marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/> Australian Marxists discussing Hegel in connection with Marx, Engels, Lenin and other Marxist authors. They offer most of Hegel’s famous works and lectures online, as well as famous Marxist comments on them and also many other classical philosophic eTexts.
• GWFHegel.org < http://www.gwfHegel.org> . Web site of former hegel.net contributor Mike Marchetti, mainly focused
on the ‘Phenomenology’ < http://www.gwfHegel.org/Phenomenology/> and the ‘Philosophy of Nature’ <
http://www.gwfhegel.org/Nature/index.html> .

• Annette Schlemm’s new texts on Hegel < http://www.thur.de/philo/hegel/hegel.htm> (German).

Hegel Societies:
International
• International Hegel-Society (Internationale Hegel-Gesellschaft e.V.) < https://www.hegel-gesellschaft.org/english/> ,
Berlin.
• International Association for the Advancement of Hegelian Studies (Hegel Vereinigung) < https://hegelvereinigung.org/> , Heidelberg.
• [International Network Hegel’s Relevance], Amsterdam The link is dead in May 2020, unclear if the Network still exists.
If you know about it, please send me a new link.
See also more links and details in: Hegel Studies in Germany
Germany.

National
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Hegel Society of America (HSA) < http://www.hegel.org/> .
The Hegel Society of Great Britain < https://hegel-society.org.uk/> .
Société Hégélienne Francophone < http://societehegeliennefrancophone.blogspot.com/> .
Hegel and Marx Society of Poland < http://hegel-marks.pl/> .
Hegelovo Drustvo (Kroatian Hegel Society) < http://www.hegelovo-drustvo.hr/> .
Svenska Hegelsällskapet (The Swedish Hegel Society) < http://www.hegel.se/> .
Sociedad Española de Estudios sobre Hegel < http://www.shegel.es/> .
Sociedade Hegel Brasileira < http://www.hegelbrasil.org/> .
The Hegel Society of Korea < http://www.hegel.kr/> .
The Hegel Society of Japan < http://hegel.jp/> .

National Hegel Study centers
• Hegel Archiv < https://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/philosophy/forschung_kdp/index.html.de> (German) at the University
of Bochum < http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de> . The most important Hegel research center worldwide. They publish
the excellent Hegel works and lectures at Meiner Verlag, Hamburg (see Editions
Editions) and the “Hegel Studien” (see below),
the leading Journal for Hegel related research.
• The Hegel Institut Berlin (German) < http://www.hegel-institut.de> . Sells a CD with Hegel’s major works in German (as
PDF files). They also provide a very rich, searchable bibliography on Hegel. Their main research was in the years of
their foundation around 1989. It is unclear if they still do research activities today.
• Blog of the centro de estudios hegelianos (ceh), Chile < http://centrodeestudioshegelianosdemex.blogspot.com/> .

Hegelian Journals
of today:
Journals of Hegel Societies
• Hegel Yearbooks < https://www.hegel-gesellschaft.org/english/yearbooks/index.html> The yearbook of the International Hegel Society. It contains the many contributions to their yearly international Hegel conferences.
• The ‘Owl ofMinerva’ < http://www.hegel.org/om/index.html> is the official journal of the Hegel Society of America <
http://www.hegel.org> , you get it automatically as member. There are no online texts, but there is a searchable list of
all published articles
articles.
• The ‘Hegel Bulletin’ < https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/hegel-bulletin> is the official journal of the Hegel Society of Great Britain < https://hegel-society.org.uk/> , you get it automaticaly as member.
• Revista Eletrônica de Filosofia da Sociedade Hegel Brasileira < http://revista.hegelbrasil.org/> - The journal of the
Brasilian Hegel Society.

Other Hegel Periodica
• ‘Hegel Studien’ < http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/philosophy/forschung_kdp/hegel-studien.html> is the leading commercial Journal for philological Hegel Studies. There is a second homepage at the Meiner Publishing house <
https://meiner.de/periodika/hegel-studien.html> .Here is the searchable index of all articles in the Hegel Studien: **
German Articles < https://hegel-system.de/de/dhs.htm> , ** English Articles < https://hegel.net/en/ehs.htm> , **
French Articles < https://fr.hegel.net/fhs.htm>
• ‘Dialectica’ < https://www.transcript-verlag.de/reihen/philosophie/bibliothek-dialektischer-grundbegriffe/> - Biblothek
dialektischer Grundbegriffe’. Another journal on Dialectic, related to the Societas Hegeliana

of the 19th century:
• Jahrbücher für wissenschaftliche Kritik < https://hegel.net/jwk/> The famous Journal, edited by Eduard Gans, in which
Hegel and many of his pupils and friends published. Degenerated under massive pressure from the censor in the last
1830s/early 1840s, after Gans died and the new King issued an aggressive anti Hegelian Policy.
• Hallische Jahrbücher < https://hegel.net/hallischejahrbuecher/> - Famous left Hegelian Philosophical Journal from
Echtermeyer and Ruge, published outside the direct reach of the Prussian censorship. Became the leading Hegelian
Journal after the censorship of the JWK.
• Der Gedanke < https://hegel.net/gedanke/> - Philosophical Journal of Michelet and Cieszkowski and their Philosophical
Society. An unsuccessful attempt to create a Hegelian revival in post 1870’s Berlin

Hegel Biographies in the internet
• Illustrated Hegel Biography V. 1.07.06
1.07.06, the hegel.net Hegel Biography based on the Encyclopedia Britannica article on
Hegel of 1911, updated and appended to reflect the latest Hegel Research, by Kai Froeb and Maurizo Canfora,
• the first and official Hegel Biography from Hegel’s student Karl Rosenkranz < https://hegel.net/rosenkranz/
Rosenkranz1844-Hegels_Leben.pdf> as PDF scanned from the original German version of 1844
• excerpts of the above Hegel Biography from Rosenkranz, translated into English by Stephen Cowley < https://scottishhegelian.blogspot.com/2014/03/key-to-our-hegel-biography.html> Here is the website’s description: “Here is a key to
our Hegel biography, which is based largely on Karl Rosenkranz’s Hegels Leben (1844) in the French edition by Pierre
Osmo. It includes links to the individual chapters. Whilst we cannot compete with the books of Walter Kaufmann, Horst
Althaus, Jacques D’Hondt or Terry Pinkard, we can claim an exposition refounded on the earliest source, Karl
Rosenkranz. Hegel scholarship has corrected Rosenkranz on the dating and authorship of several early manuscripts
and built on his indications of Hegel’s role in society, but perhaps diverged for many years from the facts he set out,
particularly on the politics of the Restoration period in Berlin.”
• Edward Caird’s “Hegel” < http://www.gwfhegel.org/Books/CAIRD.html> . This is the complete 224-page book, first published in Edinburgh and London in 1883 and probably the first English Hegel Biography. Prof.Caird was one of the
heads of the British Hegelians of his time and so the book is a document of the English Hegel reception of that time in
it’s own right. Of course, some of the material presented is outdated by current Hegel research, but the masterful
painting out of many colourful atmospheric notes still remains.
• Short Illustrated Hegel Biography < http://www.gwfhegel.org/hegelbio.html> abridged from Franz Wiedmann’s ‘Hegel:
An Illustrated Biography’ (New York: Pegasus, 1968) by our former hegel.net contributor Mike Marchetti.
• ‘Hegel’s Life’ < http://www.Marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/help/hegelbio.htm> (a Marxist point of view) from
Hegel-by-Hypertext.

On German Idealism
• The Society for German Idealism < https://sites.google.com/a/lclark.edu/idealism/sgi>
• German Idealism (Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy) < https://www.iep.utm.edu/germidea/>
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